Do You Need a Monitor Arm?
LET’S FIND OUT!
Ask yourself or your teammates the following questions...
YES

NO

q q

Is your work highly visual? For example coding, videography, photo-editing, data-based or graphic design... ?

q q

Would you benefit from being able to rotate your external monitor from landscape to portrait mode, or switch from
side-to-side to vertically stacked configuration to cater to different tasks?

q q

Would it be easier to share work with colleagues if you could swivel your external monitor from left to right for
teammates to review?

q q

Do you use a dual monitor set-up every day?

q q

Do you or your employees find yourself fighting with monitor stand or riser, constantly having to adjust your monitor
back and forth, side to side, unable to find a comfortable viewing posture?

q q

Is your current monitor arm or mount not adjustable enough to allow you to find a comfortable viewing posture?

q q

Have you struggled to find a comfortable position and the promised productivity with your dual, curved or large
external monitor setup?

q q

Do you or any of your employees have neck tension?

q q

Do you or any of your employees log off each day with dry, tired eyes? Or find yourself squinting to view your screen?

q q

Do you find yourself craning your neck or lunging your upper torso forward to view your screen?

q q

Do you wear corrective lenses and have difficulty finding the right monitor position and angle for comfortable viewing
because of a lack of adjustability?

q q

Do you work in a shared workspace where employees need to set up optimal monitor heights quickly? Do some
employees or teammates report an inability to find a comfortable work posture?

q q

Do you work at a sit-stand or standing desk and wish you could quickly and easily fine-tune the position and angle/tilt
of your external monitor?

q q

Do you work at a desk with a shallow depth or in a shared workspace with benching style workstations? Are you unable
to find a comfortable position with your current monitor mount because the wall behind or adjoining desk prevents
full adjustability?

If you’ve found yourself answering yes to any of these questions for you or your employees,
you should consider a monitor arm as a solution. Check out all the monitor arm solutions that
Kensington has to offer by visiting our website at kensington.com
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